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The history of the seven quarters. 

 

 

 

Narmak 

Narmak has been old village .the last time was  too much pomegranate in the garden  & 

pomegranate in narmak was watery and delicious .  

Meaning of word narmak it means sucking pomegranate and the meaning of the word 

Narmak that is local large pomegranates grows there. 

. Narmak in the way of ghochak and lavasan&naz and ghasranRudbar Seems to have 

been  old village .   

 The gazetteer Village Narmak Functions Shemiran 9 km southwest of Imam 

ZadehSaleh& 5 km Road north of tehran is located in damavand . 

 This cold village has of 100 inhabitants & water is supplied from the aqueduct. The 
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village's main products Includes Cereals and pomegranates & 

Occupation of residents are agriculture and gardening & Way to the village Narmak , 

Subsidiary  and has an old castle. 
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Range (coordinates and extent) 

Distract  of 8, it is in the foot of  gentle slopes of the Alborz mountains is 

located in north of the Three Hills Mountains East of Tehran. And it’s through 

northern neighbor (District 4) to the heights of the Alborz mountains and 

through its southern neighbor (District 13) to Sorkhehesar forests and reached 

to the mountains are the three hills. The natural slope of the land from north 

to south, the direction of surface water upstream of the District. And that is 

southeast area of Tehran. In general, the municipal divisions, north and 

northeast to Highway Resalat (District 4). To the south of Damavand Street 

(District 13) from West Street to the south Sabalan and leads to ostad Hassan 

bana street (District 17). 

 

 

. 

Year 957; 9587 9597 95:7 

Population 

(Person) 
587798 568695 558696 59:977 

Literate Population 94Percent 

Illiterate population 6 Percent 

 

Regional divisions of the status quo and its characteristics 

The three regions and 20 districts and is 13 neighborhood councils.   

- One area: It is from the North and the East to the resalat Avenue the 

south to Damavand street , from West to shahidayat .  

- Two area: from north and East to resalathighway .from south to 

damavand  Street and masilbakhtar , from East to shahidayat and  it is  

the west to ShahidMadani Street.  

- Three area: from North leads to resalat highway, from south to 

damavand Street from East to masilbakhtarstreet . From West to ostad 

Hassan bana street and it is in the South Sabalan Street.  

 

Report operation Steering Committee Safe social district 15 of Tehran to 

achieve universal  
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Immunization of six indicators 

 

Indicator1 : 1. An infrastructure based on partnership and collaborations, governed by a cross- 

sectional group that is responsible for safety promotion in their community 

 

the organizations responsible for implementing the safety social.  

 

After establishing a safe community in Tehran the Mayor were selected as 

Chairman of the Steering  

 

Committee The committee chaired by the mayor with the following members, 

Safe social  under the Policy  

 

Council was formed in Tehran.  

 

 

 

 

Mr. Mohammad Mehdi shadalouei  

 

 

  

Mayor & chairman Steering Committee safe community of the  

distract 8      

 

Address: Narmak - Haft HozSq- Municipal District 8 Tel: 

77911750. 

Email:  shadalouei/m@tehran.iri 

 

Mr. GhaffarRezvani  

  Social  affairs &  cultural & Deputy chairperson of the Steering 

Committee on Safe community 

mailto:shadalouei/m@tehran.iri
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Address: narmak – haft hozsq – west golbargst- south argmand st-

number2- municipality of the distract 8. floor 2 Tel: 77959345                                                  

 

 

Email : grezvani2002@yahoo.com 

Mr. Raminghanbari.  

 

 

 

  Secretary  steering Committee safe social of the distract 8  

Address: Narmak- east golbargst- dardashtst- east 72 st – number 

2 Social Affairs. 

Tel:77491781 

Email: j.eimen8@yahoo.com 

Mr,   ehsandarabi.   

 

 

 

 Agent &  Expert  Policy Council  safe social            

Address:  Labbafinejadst  betweenFakhrRazi and 

university ,  Anvar i st     number 1  Tel: 66493411. 

Email: ehsandarabi@hotmail.com        

mailto:grezvani2002@yahoo.com
mailto:j.eimen8@yahoo.com
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Indicator1 : 1. An infrastructure based on partnership and collaborations, 

governed by a cross- sectional group that is responsible for safety promotion in 

their community 

 

Specialized groups working Steering Committee safe social of the distract 8 

 

Group working for the prevention of traffic accidents- 

Group working to prevent accidents & Sport and leisure accidents - 

Group working to prevent Incidents of home environment (children and 

Elderly).- 

 

Municipality of distract 8Safe social Secretariat of the Steering  

 

Committee  
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Indicator1 : 1. An infrastructure based on partnership and collaborations, 

governed by a cross- sectional group that is responsible for safety promotion in 

their community 

 

 

1. Opening safe social steering committee secretariat region 8 in Februry2010 

and held the first workshop attended by distinguished members of the safety 

social policy making council of Tehran. 

 

2. Preparing and sending membership request in the global network of 

communities to secure international cooperation office safe communities in 

Sweden. 

 

3-Identify NGO and researches active in community issues and efforts 

 

4-Install software recorded accidents 

 

5. Web design safe social  to addresswww.Tehransafe8.com  the zone for eight 

strains associated with both citizens and insert required information and news. 

http://www.tehransafe8.com/
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6. Militant training workshop off with the death (due to gas poisoning Co) in 

the region 15. 

7. Participation in the fight against suicide workshop (area 18)  

8. Participation in educational workshops fighting off death (area 12) 

9. Participation in workshop software recorded accidents.  

10. Large earthquakes in the company's maneuver in the area. 

11. Submission Safe working environment. 

12. Prepared and printed brochures to prevent risks Fireworks Wednesday.  

13. Prepared and printed brochures to prevent risks cleaning. 

14. Advertising for Park without tobacco in Gardens Fadak without tobacco in 

the area. 

15. Meetings attended with responsible for physical education area and project 

contractor regional riding  

cycle. for Immunization routes traffic bicycles..  
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Indicator2. Long-term, sustainable programs covering genders and all ages, 

environments, and situations;; 

 

Programs safety to promote age groups in the following: 

 

1) Zero to 14 years 

 

Considering that most accidents in this age group, are traffic accidents, 

falls and burns and more  

 

Applications in this age group are in order to prevent these types of 

events. And often in this age  

 

Group due to age at home, school, open environments and routes of 

transmission of the previous  

 

Three passes the wand was made following priority: 

 

 

 

 

Create mayors and school house. 

 

Definition and task Name 

large group of citizens are aged 15-12 years. Then  the duties of 

Municipal obligations Tehran in School Environment and are 

familiar 500meter radius surrounding -to some activities such 

as search and rescue, health, safety,  transportation and traffic 

and others do. 

School 

Mayors 
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large group of citizens who are 11-5 in town .to receive cards 

and sentence, the  

municipality aims and are met tasks in the home and family. 

Some activities titles of these beloved: home safety devices, 

identifying non-secure locations in space around the house, 

control driving  with parental and are etc. 

Mayors 

family 

 

 

 

Table 1: Introduction mayors and home school 

- Immunization Children's play space and equipment in the area playgrounds 

Identification of schools and educational sites in terms of earthquake 

resistance and the heavy  

Sky descending for renewal and Retrofitting classes and worn environments . 

- Holding a safe social  station with a variety of competitions. 

Teaching mothers to identify accident prone locations at home and education 

for this age group to address  

This disaster prone area. 

Identify specific spaces and places (under the air bridges, buildings and semi-

finished and abandoned ...)  

Which can be against children, and they will handle the situation. 

Education and primary school students justify their parents regarding the care 

of their children, especially 

When traffic (between home and school) in the abode of the area 

neighborhoods. 

-Deployment of police around the schools (especially schools for girls at the 

beginning and end of their daily  

work) 
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Install Banner and Slogans around schools and Educational environments 

-Preparation and distribution of educational brochures between students on 

how to face events and  

various events (especially when the incidence of natural disasters such as 

earthquakes, fire and ...). 

Equipping schools and educational sites and facilities, firefighting 

equipment 

viewed the students and rescue units. 

- - training First aid for students 

-Preparation and distribution brochures of educational immune on Fireworks 

Wednesday 

B) 24 -15 years 

-The age these groups in this area are most at risk traffic accidents & and 

social impairment in this age  

Group is lurking however, these types of injuries that most immigrants to the 

region to find a business  

That the false and the jobs they like on the gray panhandle 

 

Following they have done measures in this age group : 

 

-Cooperation with NGO active in the region and relevant organizations 

-Advertising and promotion of safety culture from the perspective indicators of 

safety social 

 

-Provide information about the social harm and accidents 

Classification of injury type and prioritize them 

 

-Processing of data collected (related to Issues drug addiction.) 

Fills Leisure citizens, especially in this age group that threatened to create 

social damages and increase  
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Cultural centers, sports and… 

-Religious programs and familiarity with religious teachings to prevent despair 

and suicide in this age group 

-Familiarity of education with the problems and high risk behaviors and 

injuries related to diseases such as HIV… 

-Production and distribution of educational products for their familiarity with 

the contingency of this age  

And how to prevent the risk of social harm and violence 

-Encourage the use of helmet for motor cyclists and culture and necessary for 

its use in this age group 

 

 

 

 

Holding training courses for drivers and motor cyclists Violation 

-Immunization training centers sports and area with a set of safety officials in 

sports 

-Repair and reconstruction gathering places farmers and misdemeanor ... 

These places become centers  
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Of cultural, sport and education with the help of community representatives in 

this age group secure area. 

- Immunization of Entertainment centers important area  

C) 25 to 64 years 

-Most accidents result in injury and death occur in this age group. The most 

important factor are 

considered in traffic accidents . 

This damage can be ages will share the sex and the traffic environment 

.however , some of these  

events are similar both sexes and  some of them show clear differences . for 

example , social harm  

including addiction and etc. to be seen in both sex. But accidents at work are 

two different groups. 

The following measures for both sexes or dedicated to a group in steering 

committee agenda is safe  

community . 

Collaboration and partnership  between some Steering Committee with 

community safety with  municipal, fire fighting, traffic police, driving, police 

forces and emergency mechanism to identify traffic accident locations, social 

security and separation of each neighborhood in the area and designing 

programs to eliminate it. 

-Volunteer firefighters plan and practical training required in this regard . 

 

-Religious programs and familiarity with religious teachings to prevent despair 

and suicide in this age group 

-Training housewives to identify risk factors at home and appropriate action to 

eliminate it 

-Educational and cultural products for housewives to training safety issues in 

homes 
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-Operational and educational measures to prevent deaths Off (asphyxia caused 

by carbon monoxide gas) 

-Partnerships with governmental organizations (NGO) in order to prevent social 

harm 

-Conference of citizens and neighborhoods to identify examples of cooperation 

and safety solutions for safety conditions in other localities 

-Plans for educational programs for drivers and motor cyclists Violation 

 

D - Over 64 years 

Most injuries in this age group due to collapse and is traffic accidents that the 

following to measures of has  

been done this prevent incidents. 

 

 

Seminar meetings with Pioneers to identify   risk factors  in this ages and 

other ages and How to  

 

eliminate these risks. 

 

Construction of pedestrian bridges to cross easily mechanized in this age 

group from St 

 

- Implementation the level of building  of regional sidewalks. 

- Familiarity with risk factors threatening this ages inside and outside the 

home environment 

- Create safe environments for sports activities and fun in this age group in 

this area Park such as neighborhood haunt. 

- Education of older families about the Seniors Safety. 

Prediction programs for children)) 

Teach children about traffic and safety 
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. Teach children about safety in play and leisure 

Teach children about first aid 

To educate parents about child safety in the home environment 

- Training of kindergarten teachers on safety children's  

The family of Mayors and Mayors of each month by the Department of 

Education school brochures, and  

participation by citizens shall be prepared and distributed. 

Provide children with the use of the traffic park  
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Prediction programs for adolescents and young 

 

Education of traffic rules and regulations Prevent risky driving behaviors 

 

First aid and control fire to teenagers& young training  

Education to adolescents and youth about healthy lifestyle Life skills, 

prevention of risk behaviors  

 

and partner selection 

Educating youth about the prevention of intentional and unintentional 

injuries. 

Learning with Unexpected accidents  and earthquake& fire  

- Indicators of safety school & university 

More  participation NGO's.  

Counseling for adolescents and youth courses.
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         Programs Forecast for adults and seniors               

Education adult in the field of traffic safety and physical well-being 

necessary for safe driving  

Training the middle-aged and elderly on safety in the home (with 

emphasis on fall prevention, use  

 

Of drugs, death and off ...) 

 

- Training the middle-aged and elderly people in first aid anextinction fire 

Education adult about healthy lifestyles and preventing risk behaviors 

- Training the middle-aged and older people in disaster (earthquake and fire) 

Education safety Traffic to drivers of public vehicles in urban areas and 

between urban 

The prevention of workplace accidents for the adult 

Health screening in middle-aged and elderly doing in collaboration with the 

Department of Health 

Holding maneuvers, and safety and rescue (earthquake and fire) 
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Create a safe environment in the sports complexes and recreation centers, 

especially for the elderly 

Fixed and mobile counseling centers for the establishment of middle-aged 

and elderly 

For a variety of celebrations and happy middle-aged and elderly 

 

For middle-aged and elderlyHolding a public walk 

- Holding a morning exercise for middle-aged and elderly people in the 

park 

- needs of adult immune to all challenges, successes and work plan 

investigation 
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Prediction programs for different locations. 

Determining safe locations the workplace in times of unexpected accidents. 

Encouraged to create safe work environments. 

Staff training In respect of safety issues 

Instructions for installing the emergency exit signs in office buildings.  
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Determination of streets and intersections prone accident and modifications 

Geometrical, panels  

installation, Retention rate and etc. 

The more secure especially, traffic routes bicycle  

- Determination risky places for sports and leisure and improve their.  

Assemble a safe environment for sports and leisure women's. 

-Installation relief equipment, fire Capsule, first aid box and fire detection 

sensor in Complex and full  

Assembly centers.  

Preparation of brochures and educational display. 

Removing animals that are hurt for families to deal with these animals. 

Holding earthquake maneuvers in schools. 

Lining streets in front of schools and local traffic students and Installation 

safety signs. 

Learning how to build safe rooms in home. 

Group working on Prevention of traffic accidents were the most important 

measures are as follows: 

Pedestrian Overpass to the age of mechanization in order to cross the street 
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Familiarity with risk factors threatening the aged in home and abroad 

 

Create safe environments for exercise and fun in this age group in the region 

such as Garden Club  

neighborhood 

Create safe environments for exercise and fun in this age group in the region 

such as Garden Club  

Neighborhood 

The level of implementation Sidewalk area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educate seniors about the safety of older families. 

Pedestrian bridge construction sites mechanized traffic flow of motorway traffic 

than resolution  

Immunization and vehicles and pedestrians crossing the highways, especially 

within the subway stations and buses Extremist. 
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Interchange of passages (in order to facilitate the safe movement of pedestrians, 

the disabled and the blind) and a blind path to the sidewalk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing and signs lining the horizontal 

 

 

 

installation of the retention rate of immunization centers and schools in 

particular traffic and pedestrians  

crossing students 

Mark Fields fence (to prevent interference from the movement of pedestrians 

and vehicles, directing  

 

pedestrians to the lining of Pedestrian and traffic safety of pedestrians) 

 

 

 

 

 

Improving arches circulation to the right and left at the intersection of Main 

and Subsidiary to provide  
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The necessary vision. 

Immunization of highway accident prone area 

Special lines riding the bus in the main thoroughfares.Establishment 

-  

Installation of Items for the Rail at the edge of highways and middle path with 

elasticity. 

The pilot scheme for free use of bicycles in the area 8 to maintain 

the safety of cyclists in  

  

Addition to the standard helmet lay, Bicycle paths through the 

painting   

 

And clear signs have been installed and in some parts of the 

installation of protective  

 

Fences the complete separation of the street has a bike path 

crossing. 
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Intersections of 15 to maintain safety traffic has been installed Safety of 

Pedestrians Island.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The intersection and back away increase safety for vehicles traveling 

have been made more than 50  

 

geometric corrections  

 

- Authorized the retention rate in some of the main streets. 

Block the crosswalk 
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Installation of safety to prevent the cylinder from the park Standing in front 

of cars and bridges and  

crosswalk lines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measures for the disabled 

1-The Association of Disabled 

2-Free counseling sessions for the disabled 

3-Home visits to disabled people and families to inform them of 

problems. 

4-Appropriate for building sidewalks and pedestrians crossing the 

disabled. 

5-Installation of escalators for the disabled in some of the pedestrian 

bridge (the bridge l, such as East terminal) 
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Group working for the prevention of sports and leisure events 

 

The main activities in this field are done as follows: 

 

Elastic foam and floor coverings installed in children's playgrounds sets 

and install the exercise sites  

 

And sports facilities to increase safety 

 

Installation buffer in sports halls to prevent possible harm athletes in 

collisions with walls or barriers 
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Capsule installed fire and first aid boxes in all places of cultural, sporting 

and administrative area 

 

Environmental  Group Working for the prevention of 

accidents at home 

(Children and seniors). 

Group working for the Prevention of accidents and home environment 

(children and seniors). 

The most important measures in this area done include: 

Association of the elderly in order to provide context suitable for safe 

living and health education by 

 

The elderly. 

 

Consists of 13 clubs in the area of maternal and child health and safety 

of children. 

 

Promote health and vitality in sport competitions for seniors. 
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Introduce healthy and safe toys for children 

 

Directing and managing ceremony Wednesday to celebrate the end of the 

year and awards grants  

 

To children. 

Suicide (prevention measures) 

Construction of religious centers, especially in parks and busy places 

familiar and closer to citizens 

 

With religious teachings about the human scum of the phenomenon of suicide 

and its prevention in youth. 

 

 

 

- familiarity with religious education classes in schools to prevent 

unintentional injuries, such as 9-18  

 

years of onset of suicide 

 

Enable the NGO that has been established in the field of suicide prevention. 

 

Educational classes for families with signs of possible suicide attempt 

 

- Holding a workshop to train community members to plan and take 

action to secure Tehran Logic  

 

- 22-fold reduction and suicide prevention 

 

- Intersect oral collaboration with the University to reduce thoughts of 

suicide. 

 

Children jobs & St. 

Identification and collection of children's regional level  (9  

To attract children and provide them with support services such as :( 2 
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Reduce the psychological and social damage 

Social Work and Counseling Services 

- Health care needs of children referred to the centers 

Return the children to the educational environment 

- Holding Life skills workshops for their 

-  
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• homeless   :                            

 

 

Collection of homeless people regional level their temporary accommodation. 

- Identify the problems these issues. 

-  

- Provide social and supportive services to homeless people 

Provide for their basic needs 

-  
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Beggars 

Identified by the accumulation of beggars. 

-  

People begging to work centers, institutions and organizations concerned (in 

accordance with the  
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kind of begging. 

 

Identification of the active centers in addiction treatment and with build 

interaction between   

 

institutions and NGO's to 20             

- Identify and recruit volunteer addicts to cut drug abuse 45 Person 

- Work and counseling services to addicts and their families to 45 Person 

Empowerment services (vocational training and employment) improved to 

34 addicts. 

Activities in the last year have been done for needy families and socially 

disadvantaged people. 

 

- And identify the filing for about 360 needy families and visit their 

homes. 

-  

- Identification and filing to families in need and visits to their homes 

about 360 

-  

- The dowry for Needy Families about  20  

-  

- Refer to the professional (counseling, medical, etc.) about 215 

- cases referred to government organizations.7;9 

- Use of public assistance and 260 donors 

- Professional training for entrepreneurship, referred to unit 75 

- Referred to the Office of Health Insurance for the 110 free 

- Follow-up needs to empower its clients of about 360 

- Specialized consulting services to clients in the 340 free 

Gift program 

The purpose of the gift plan to develop a culture of intellectual engagement, 

support and promote a culture 

of altruism is poor 

: In this plan, healthy gifts and used to inform citizens, who through 137 

municipal systems have been collected and the reconstruction and repair will 

be donated to the needy 
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In the first 6 months of this year, eight more than 490 items donated by 

citizens, including refrigerators, stoves, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, 

and .... Has been distributed among the needy. 

 

 

 

 

Measures taken in relation to the prevention of use tobacco. 

Fadak Garden Park opened as the first non-smoking area.  (9  
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Festival as a non-smoking (9  

Free smoking cessation counseling to area residents (7  

Introduction to addiction drug addiction camps  (3  

Consultation meetings for addicts and their families.  (4  
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Indicator 3: 3. Programs that target high-risk groups and environments, and 

programs that promotes safety for vulnerable groups 

 

 

Social, and school safety activities in line with the safety group is adolescents 

and young adults. 

 

Most of this age group is related to the incident. 

One of the most important places for human life is at home, Women's 

education in the homes of  

Social goals. 

Safe and secure environment in the family of the main activities of this 

committee is concerned in this 

 Regard and convenience 

This class is a safe place for recreation and parks and vitality, and cultural 

affairs to women with  

Campus activities educational, sporting and cultural area is freely available 

to women.  

Suicide and social problems the world is damaged district 8, which certainly 

cannot be free from harm 

Identification of the causative factors of accidents and injuries in these 

priority areas 8 Steering  

Committee in Tehran to be based on long-term 5-year plan to prevent 

accidents of this type can be 

formulated and implemented. One of the ways to create things and religious 

centers, enabling the  

introduction of religious education in religious education is an ugly 

phenomenon of suicide One of the  

ways to create things and religious centers, enabling the introduction of 

religious education in religious  
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education is an ugly phenomenon of suicide 

 

 

Indicator4 : Programs that are based on all available evidence  

Regarding to importance of programs and strategies based on evidences and 

documents for different age groups and environments related to security in 

societies, all interferences and executive activities have been on the basis of 

survey , documents, technical reports, votes of erudite and existing scientific 

proofs and references . one of researching and scientific centers is researching 

section related to urban planning & research center and its effective 

programming that has done numerous investigation  in field of scientific survey 

performance and practical researches about security of societies and other 

related issues that constitute programs of region’s secure society on the basis 

of these documents also medical universities and effective health services as a 

scientific center in all cities ‘ regions have had numerous practical researches 

about topics related to secure society and region & has used of these 

experiences for programs based on the evidences. It is obvious that details 

frame work of the evidences has been finalized with expert peoples view, 

erudite and related specialists and has been pressed in region’s agenda.  

In field of programs and strategies based on evidences and documents, 

necessity of relationship with scientific institutes and back up centers of 

dependent secure societies and researching sections of Iran’s ministry of health 

and medical training ‘ shahidbeheshti and researching section of urban 

planning & research center NGOs which are expert about practical researches 

as a scientific center about secure society issues have been consulted. 

Topic of consultation of the scientific center has been about adoption of policies 

based on documents for establishing and using of effective and suitable 

executive strategies.   

 

 

 

Indicator 5. Programs that document the frequency and causes of injuries; 
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13.8

1.3

13.6
9.1

1.4 2.4

58.4

Incident and damages based on events area 

Series 1

 

 

0.8
8.5

0.1

22.8
27.7

5.5

23.4

1.1

Incidence of events and damages based on how incident in the region 8
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unanswered unknown winter fall summer spring

1.2

15.5

35.4

19.5 20.1

8.4

Accident rate based on time of the incident

Column1
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unanswered driver walk

1.1

53.2

457

Series 1

Position of the injnred person
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unknown other tree ladder stairway

1.3
3.8

34.2

13.9

46.8

collapse

Series 1

 

 

Toxic and 
poisonous 
insect bites

Flame 
burns/hot 

bodies / hot 
liquid

penetrating 
trauma

blunt trauma collapse vehicle

6
1.5

9

1.5

43.3
38.8

Causes affecting the events and injuries fatal - hospitalization  based 
on event type

Series 1
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55%

4%

25%

6%

2% 4%2%2%

Efficient causes of events and injuries fatal hospitalization in the 
region8 based on place of accident 

street/Highway school

Home sports venues

Residence Industrial location/Construction site

Trading place other

 

19%

16%

24%
5%

16%

12%

8%

Causes affecting of accidents and injuries fatal - hospitalization 
based on affected individual jobs 

free student /The university student

House wife labor

Administrative unemployed

other works
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Efficient causes the events and injuries fatal – hospitalization in region 8based on age affected

 

5%
6%

23%

16%19%

31%

under10years 11-16years 17-25years 26-35years 36-45years over 45 years

 

under 
10years

16-11 years 17-25 years 26-35 years 36-45 years over 
45years

3.2 1.3
18.5 15.1 10.3

3.2 11.5 5.9

9.3
1.9 13.5 26.3

27.3 30.1
5.6

5.7

19.4
32.1

37.4 33.6

3.7
13.2

11.6
3.8

5.8
2.1

44.4 45.3
26.5 17.9

12.9
21.8

18.5 18.9 15.5 14.7 5 6.6

Incidence of accidents and injuries based on age of injured person 

Electric shock poisoning and Animal bites drowning

Flame burns penetrating trauma Blunt trauma

collapse vehicle
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men woman

1.7 0.2
9.7 7.7
0.39.7

32.2
14.9

35.6

9.7

2.6

31.2

17.320.6
4.3

Incident and injuries based on affected gender person

Electric shock poisoning and animal bites drowning

Flame burns pentrating trauma Blunt trauma

collapse vehicle

 

39.6
24.3

8.7 12.5 10 14.3 16.7

66.7

18.2
44.4

42.8

40.5

40.5 25
50

28.6

66.7 54.5

55.4

14.5
27

29.5 50
26.7

42.9

33.3 18.2

3.2 8.1
21.4 12.5 13.3 14.3 16.7 9.1
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Conclusion: 

The first phase of this project was engaged in texts survey and gathering 

information about submitted reports in active centers and organizations related 

to accidents and injuries. In this phase of this project in order to completion of 

previous data and comparison of collected data from organizations and 

citizens, a research in Tehran and its 22 regions was designed. 

Sampling is in region 8 that includes districts of 

Lashgaregharbi,Dardasht,Narmak, Madaen, Tehranpars, Vahidiye, 

Zarkesh,Fadak and Majidieh.  

Conclusion of research in this region shows that in 1389, 58.4% of all occurred 

accidents was done by Vahidiye district residents,2.4%by Tehranpars district 

residents,1.4%by Majidiye district resident, 9.1by South Narmak district 

resident,13.6%by Dardasht district resident. 1.3%byZarkesh district resident. 

Most occurred accidents respectively are penetrating blow(27.7%), 

collapse(23.4%),and then  burn(22.8%).So attention to the causes of these 

accidents is essential. 97.9% of penetrating blow's cause  was cut with sharp 

objects. So training to promote awareness of citizen in use of sharp tools and 

objects can be effective. 

According to data results we know that usually collapse accident is occurred 

for student and collegian groups and under 25 age groups. 46.8% of collapse 

from non-coplanar height relates to fall from the stairs. 62% of these collapses 

are occurred in autumn; therefore immunizationofstairs andstudents' passages 

canpreventmanyaccidents. 

Data reveals that 68.4% of burns resulting from contact 

withhotliquidsandsteamorgas and 32.2% of them are occurred for housewives. 

Bringing to notice about safety points in kitchen is recommended. 

Housewives (39%) and workers (31.8%) more than other groups are harmed by 

penetrating blow that 97.9% of it resulting from working with sharp and 
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cutting tools.Providing educationalpamphletscontainingsafety pointsabout 

usingthese toolscanbe useful. 

Also results of research show that55.2%of incidents thathavebeenvery severe 

and required hospitalization, haveoccurredonhighwaysorstreets, so we have 

done investigation about trafficaccidents. In region 8, 38.3% of all occurrence 

of traffic accident related to pedestrians and 30.9% todrivers ofmotor vehicles 

or tricycle. In self- employed group vehicle have caused highest injury (22.9%). 

This occupational group more than other groups requires transportation on 

city so they use of vehicle more. 

Therefore training of trafficrulesandregulations for prevention of traffic 

accidents is recommended. 

 

 

Indicator  6: Evaluation measures to assess their programs, processes 

and the effects of change  

Statisticsoninjuriesresulting fromaccidentsinIranhasemphasized that 

occurrence ofdifferent typesofaccidentsandinjuriesdue to 

thediversityandbreadth(from roadaccidentstonatural disasters) 

isconsiderable.Accidentsas the secondleading cause of deathinallage 

groupsandthe firstcause ofdeath forpeople underage 40are 

knowninIran(PreventionandSafety PromotionBureauMinistry of Health 

report) Safety Steering Committee of distract for two reasons: 

Usage of perspectivesandexperiencesof different organization in 

thedesign of registration system ofaccidentsinIran 

2. Increase of reliabilitycoefficient in designed system and also increase 

of actions enforcement surety 

Accidentsrecordedsystem inthevarious organizations felt the needs of  

launching  thesiteofaccidentsrecorded. Inorder tomonitorand 
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superviseallmeasures of safety community committee a working group 

that called "Working Group of documentation, monitoringandevaluation" 

was formed  by Tehran safe social policy council that  is  composed of 

healthandsafety researcher , epidemiologist, andsoftware engineersand 

safety experts and measuresaimed atreducingand prevention of  

incidentsdue to existing statistics will be examined. 

 

 

 

Indicator7 : Ongoing participation in national and international Safe  

Communities networks. 

Participation in international and domestic conference 

Holding educational workshop of CommunitySafetySteering Committee 

in February1389 

Participation in educational workshop of CommunitySafetySteering 

Committee in  Distract of 7 

Participationin theworkshop of fighting silentdeath(poisoning caused 

bygas) in Distract 15 

Participation in theworkshop of fighting violence andsuicidein Distract18 

Participationin theworkshop of fighting silentdeath(poisoning caused by 

Co2gas) in Distract 12 

 

Participation in workshop of accident s and incidents software in Distract 7 

Participation in workshop of accident s and incidents software in Distract 10 

 

Brochures: 

Prevention of silent deaths brochure 
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Prevention of A influenza brochure 

Safe social   and Driving brochure 

Prevention of silent deaths caused by Co2 brochure 

firework in the last incidents brochurePrevention of  

Booklet of" How drive to stay healthy" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


